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Abstract

Ž .Phosphotungstic acid PWA is still a potential solid electrolyte for fuel cells due to its high conductivity at room temperature. In this
work, PWA was synthesised and characterised by X-ray, IR spectroscopy and thermal analysis. Proton number was determined by
potentiometry. Characterization results agreed with those already published. Water of crystallization was determined by weight loss
method on heating to anhydrous form. Changes in pellet thickness and diameter were measured as a function of water of crystallization
and time for dehydrationrhydration processes in controlled humid atmospheres. Geometric change parameter D LrL, where D L is the

Ž .change in the volume either thickness or diameter, and L is the initial dimension was determined for each sample. After an initial
hydration or dehydration process, pellets were subsequently dehydrated or hydrated in order to study the reversibility of the geometric

Ž .changes. Effects of presence of polytetrafluoroethylene PTFE as a binder, pelletizing pressure and particle size of PWA powder are
discussed. It was found that changes in pellet diameter were greater than the pellet thickness irrespective of the pelletizing pressure and
particle size. Changes in pellet thickness were lower for pellets made with higher pelletizing pressure and greater particle size, whereas
changes in the pellet diameter were almost identical. The presence of PTFE lowered both the dimensional changes and the rate at which
water of crystallization was lost. Interestingly, steps in the changes in pellet thickness during hydration and dehydration were observed in
line with the loss of water of crystallization. Possibility of pinhole generation in the dehydrated pellets was also observed. A new fuel cell
was designed, which eliminated the need of sealing the electrolyte completely in the cell. The hydrogen and oxygen gases were
prehumidified to 87% relative humidities, and there was no accumulation of water at the cathode side of the fuel cell. An open circuit
potential of ;0.7 V was observed for about 40 h during the testing of this cell. Further testing and use of this design incorporating PWA
and other hydrated forms of proton conductors such as polymer membranes is suggested. q 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

High-energy and high-power density fuel cells are vi-
tally needed both for terrestrial and extraterrestrial applica-
tions to minimise fuel consumption, weight, volume and

w xcapital cost of power plants 1 . Proton conductors carry
charge by proton or protonic entities, and are therefore
useful materials in fuel cell applications. Belonging to the

Žgroup of heteropolyacids, phosphotungstic acid PWAP
.29H O has been much investigated as a solid electrolyte2

for room temperature H rO fuel cells because of its 292 2

hydrated form showing exceptionally large proton conduc-

) Corresponding author. Department of Engineering Materials, Univer-
sity of Sheffield, Mappin Street, Sir Robert Hadfield Building, Sheffield
S1 4DU, UK.

y1 w xtivities of 0.18 S cm at 208C 2–6 . Prehumidification of
the fuel gases in order to maintain the high hydration level

w xin the solid electrolyte is necessary 3 . Thus, PWAP
Ž .29H O requires a relative humidity r.h. of about 90% for2

w xits stability 7 . PWA has a high tendency to dissolve at the
oxygen electrode surface during the fuel cell operation,
and this can cause serious problems with large amounts of
water formed at the cathode during the fuel cell operation.

Ž .Use of polytetrafluoroethylene PTFE in the PWA has
been found, to some extent, to reduce this tendency, apart
from acting as a binder for mechanically stable pellets to

w xbe formed 8 . Use of 30% by weight of PTFE in PWA
was found to be optimum, and could also retain the high

w xconductivity of PWA in the composite 8 . Interest in the
testing of the phosphotungstic acid in low temperature fuel

w xcells still continues 5,6 . Giordano et al. found an output
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power of 700 mW cmy1 at 258C with life times of more
w xthan 300 h 6 . Earlier, Nakamura et al. had reported an

electromotive force of 0.8 V and a maximum current
density of 50 mA cmy1 for a cell using Cu O as the2

w xoxygen electrode 3 .
In order to form mechanically stable pellets for use in

fuel cells, large pelletizing pressures have to be applied. In
the case of phosphotungstic acid, since large amount of
water of crystallization is required to maintain its high
conductivity at room temperature, large pressures may be
unfavourable. Water of crystallization has been found to be
lost even when pressures of about 1000 kg cmy2 were
applied during pelletization, thereby decreasing their con-
ductivities below acceptable values. Thus, Nakamura et al.
used humid atmospheres during crushing of the crystals

w xand during pelletization 9 . Giordano et al. mixed PTFE to
the phosphotungstic acid powder that acted as a hydropho-
bic material and reduced the dissolution of the solid elec-
trolyte pellet by the water formed during the fuel cell

w xreaction 8 .
Fuel cell assemblies using solid electrolytes require the

solid electrolyte pellets to be sealed between fuel cell gas
compartments, thereby acting as gas barriers preventing
intermixing of the fuel cell gases. Due to possible varia-
tions in humidities and operational temperatures in the fuel
cell, phosphotungstic acid pellets can undergo reversible
hydration–dehydration reactions accompanied by re-
versible or irreversible changes in their geometric configu-
rations. Also, dehydration can result in the formation of
tiny holes in the solid electrolyte. The work reported in
this paper aroused interest when in one of the fuel cells
designed, we found that the solid electrolyte pellet did not
fit in the fuel cell configuration after a couple of days in
open atmosphere, although all dimensions were correct
when the solid electrolyte pellet was freshly made. There-
fore, we have investigated the changes in the pellet geome-
try in presence of varying humid atmospheres. Effects of
pelletizing pressures and the presence of PTFE as a binder
are also discussed. We also made a new design of a fuel
cell that allowed the pellet to freely change dimensions
during the fuel cell operation. The OC characteristics of
this cell are reported.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and characterization

Ž .The phosphotungstic acid H PW O PxH O was3 12 40 2
w xsynthesised using Bailer’s procedure 10 , which involved

the addition of NaHPO to boiling NaWO solution in the4 4

presence of conc. HCl, followed by ether extraction and
crystallization. The powder was redissolved in water and
subjected to slow crystallization at room temperature. The
hexagonal crystals thus obtained were crushed, ground to
fine powder, and stored over saturated KCl solution till
constant weight was attained.

Chemical composition of the synthesised PWA was
confirmed as follows. The tungsten:phosphorous ratio as

w xdetermined by chemical analysis 11 was found to be
12.01:1.0. The number of replaceable hydrogens were
determined potentiometrically using 0.05 M NaOH as the

w xtitration base 12 . All solutions for the potentiometry were
made in aquaeous 40% 1,3-dioxane solvent. From the
titration curve, pH vs. moles of NaOH added per mole of
the acid, a proton number of 3.0 was obtained correspond-
ing to 3.0 mol of NaOH per mol of acid. Complete
decomposition of the acid corresponded to 26.0 mol of
NaOH per mol of acid in accordance with the literature
w x12 . Water content per formula unit was calculated from
weight loss upon heating the acid to its anhydrous form at

w x3008C for about 1 h 13 . Differential thermal analysis was
carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere on a VEB Ultraschall-
teknik, Germany DTA instrument, using a-Al O as a2 3

reference standard, with a heating rate of 58C my1. XRD
spectrum was taken on a JOEL, JDX-8P X-ray diffrac-
tometer using CuK a radiation. Table 1 gives the charac-
terization values for the phosphotungstic acid in compari-
son with the published results, which are in agreement
with each other. An atmosphere of 87% relative humidity
was provided to the sample during the XRD run by
passing air from an air pump through a series of saturated
KCl solutions. The sample was found to have ns21 as
water of crystallization, which was determined as ex-
plained above. Infrared spectrum was recorded in the range
6000–400 cmy1 in a KBr pellet using ‘Pyeunicam’ in-
frared spectrometer. Dimensions of pellets were measured
using a micrometer gauge with an accuracy of "0.005
mm. A glossy paper was used to cover the surfaces of the
pellets during the measurement in order to prevent loss of
the surface material due to probe friction, and also to avoid
contact of metal to the PWA pellets. Measurements were
corrected for the presence of this glossy paper. Geometric
change parameter D LrL, where D L is the change in the

Ž .geometry either thickness or diameter , and L is the initial
dimension, was determined for each sample. Hydration
and dehydration of pellets were performed in dessicators

Žequilibrated with saturated solutions of NaHCO ;95%3
. Ž .r.h. and NaNO ;82% r.h. respectively. A reference3

pellet was also treated similar to the experimental sample
for determination of water of crystallization. Relative hu-

Ž .midities r.h. during various stages of this investigation
Ž .were determined using a Barigo Germany thermohy-

grometer.

2.1.1. PWA pellets
PWAP21H O was pelletised at pressures of 7 and 8 kg2

cmy2 using a Teflon die to form pellets of diameter 12.8
mm. About 2.64–2.90 mm thick pellets were obtained
depending on the pressure and the amount of sample.
Although no water of crystallization was found to lose
during pelletization, the pellets were ensured of their initial
21-hydrate by maintaining them over saturated KCl solu-
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Table 1
Characterization of H PW O PxH O by DTA, XRD, and IR spectroscopy3 12 40 2

y1Ž . Ž .DTA 8C X-ray diffraction IR spectroscopy cm

w x w xObserved Refs. 14,15 Observed PDF data No. 38077 Observed Ref. 14

˚ ˚Ž . Ž .% Relative intensity d-values A % Relative intensity d-values A

Endotherms 110, 210 Endotherms 110, 212 100 8.191 100 8.197 1080 1080
Exotherms 568, 615 Exotherms 560, 615 100 3.376 100 3.344 982 983

100 2.931 100 2.907 890 890
100 2.484 100 2.481 805 809
81 5.791 80 5.814

100 4.133 80 4.115
78 2.262 80 2.278
43 4.796 60 4.739
46 3.685 60 3.676
39 2.779 30 2.740
39 2.528 20 2.597
16 6.711 10 2.711

Comparison of observed and literature values.

tion, till constant weight was attained. Pellets with approx-
imately three times particle size than the above were also
prepared using PWA powder passed through nylon sieves
of definite mesh size. Average particle size of the pow-
dered PWA was measured approximately using an Olym-
pus transmission light microscope.

2.1.2. Solid-electrolyterPTFE composite
About 2 g of PWAP21H O was mixed with 30% by2

Ž .weight of PTFE emulsion Fluon GP2 using cyclohexane
as the dispersion medium in an ultasonicator. The mixture
was then dried in a dessicator containing saturated KCl at
room temperature for minimum 24 h till constant weight
was attained. The mixture was finally pressed at 7 kg
cmy2 using a Teflon die to form a 12.8 mm pellet. Using
;0.2 g of PWAP21H O and 30% by weight PTFE2

emulsion, a 1.2 mm thick and 12.8 mm o.d. composite
pellet was obtained, which was used in the fuel cell
testing.

2.1.3. Electrodes
Sheets of porous electrodes were supplied by BHEL,

Ž .Hyderabad India . A sheet consisted of an outer layer
Ž .0.15 mm i.t. made of 10% Pt by weight dispersed on

Ž .active carbon and an inner layer 0.35 mm i.t. made of
Ž .graphite-PTFE mixture Fig. 6 . Circular electrodes of the

required dimensions were then cut out.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dilatometry studies

Fig. 1 shows changes in the pellet thickness for dehy-
dration and hydration processes for pellets with and with-
out PTFE content. As can be seen, for pellets without

PTFE, changes in pellet thickness for both dehydration and
hydration processes were almost the same. Also, subse-
quent dehydration and hydration after the pellets had un-
dergone initial hydration and dehydration, respectively, did
not show much difference in the rates of change of pellet
thickness. Changes in pellet thickness for the pellet con-
taining 30% PTFE binder during hydration were slower
than those without the PTFE. In Fig. 1, a sudden fall in the
pellet thickness after ;20 h for the pellet containing
PTFE can also be seen. It was earlier observed that PTFE
free pellets became softer as water of crystallization reached
ns30. Thus, the softening would lead to the measurement

Fig. 1. Changes in pellet thickness with time. Dehydration from ns21 to
Ž . Ž .15.5 v and subsequent hydration v- - - . Hydration from

Ž . Ž .ns17 to 29 B and subsequent dehydration B- - - . Hydra-
Ž .tion of pellet containing 30% PTFE, from ns17 to 24 I .
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probe compressing the pellet and reducing the measurable
thickness.

From Fig. 2, we can see that during the hydration
processes, changes in pellet diameter were greater than
those of pellet thickness, more or less irrespective of
pelletizing pressures and particle size of the powder used
in the pelletization. Nevertheless, lower changes in pellet
diameter for pellet pelletised at 11 kg cmy2 than the one
pelletised at 7 kg cmy2 can be seen. Also the changes in
pellet thickness during the initial hydration processes were
smaller for the pellet with higher pelletizing pressure. The
pellet with about three times higher particle size also
lowered changes in both the diameter and the thickness of
the pellet during the hydration processes.

However, for subsequent dehydration processes, the
following observations can be made from the plots in Fig.
2. For the pellet pelletised at 7 kg cmy2 , the changes in
the pellet thickness were greater than those of the pellet
diameter, whereas at 11 kg cmy2 , they were almost the
same. The changes in pellet thickness for pellet pelletised
at 11 kg cmy2 were slower than those at 7 kg cmy2 ,
indicating greater compaction of particles reducing the
geometric change; whereas this effect was negligible in the
changes of the pellet diameter. The figure also shows that
the 3= particle size of pellet powder does not have much

Fig. 2. Simultaneous changes in pellet thickness and pellet diameter on
hydration and subsequent dehydration, effects of pelletizing pressure and
particle size. Changes in pellet thickness: 7 kg cmy2 , hydration

y2Ž . Ž .v , subsequent dehydration v- - - ; 11 kg cm , hydration
Ž . Ž .B , subsequent dehydration B- - - ; particle sizes;3=,

Ž . Ž .hydration ' , subsequent dehydration '- - - ; Changes in
y2 Ž .pellet diameter: 7 kg cm , hydration ` , subsequent dehy-

y2Ž . Ž .dration `- - - ; 11 kg cm , hydration I , subsequent
Ž . Ž .dehydration I- - - ; particle sizes;3=, hydration ^ ,

Ž .subsequent dehydration ^- - - .

Fig. 3. Simultaneous changes in thickness and diameter on hydration and
subsequent dehydration for pellets heated to 1208C. Changes in pellet

Ž . Ž .thickness, hydration v , subsequent dehydration v- - - .
Ž .Changes in pellet diameter, hydration ` , subsequent dehy-

Ž .dration `- - - .

effect on the change of both pellet thickness and diameter
at the same pelletizing pressure, since the changes are
almost identical.

An interesting observation in the Fig. 2 is the steps in
which the pellet thickness changes as the pellets were
hydrated with time, although in some cases measurements
could not be made between 0 and 80 h. At the same
pelletizing pressure, steps can be observed at about the
same time of hydration for the pellets of different particle
size. For the pellet pressed at 7 kg cmy2 , a step at ;30 h
of hydration can be observed, which is not seen in pellet
pressed at 11 kg cmy2 . Also, changes in both the pellet
thickness and diameter during the subsequent dehydration
of all samples slowed down after about 10 min of dehydra-
tion time. This may well correspond to the degree of

Žhydration in the samples corresponding to the hydration
w x.phases in PWA reported by Nakamura et al. 7 since they

Žwere all initially hydrated roughly to the same level ns
.27–29 . In Fig. 2, during the initial hydration process,

leveling of pellet thickness with time can be observed for
the pellets pressed at 7 and 11 kg cmy2 having the same
particle size, whereas, the one with greater particle size
lagged behind the other two at the same pelletizing pres-
sure of 7 kg cmy2 . Observations under an optical micro-
scope after the leveling time showed that the particles in
the pellet pressed at 7 kg cmy2 were larger than those in
the pellet pressed at 11 kg cmy2 , and also larger than the
original size before the hydration process. Unfortunately,
no optical micrographs could be taken during the experi-
ment.
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From Fig. 3, we can observe greater changes in the
pellet thickness than the pellet diameter during hydration
up to ns;29 in contrast with observations in the Fig. 2.
This difference could be due to the fact that the pellet in
Fig. 3 was dehydrated by heating at 1208C to ns6,
whereas that in Fig. 2 was dehydrated in low humidity
atmosphere to ns17 prior to the hydration experiments.
This would explain greater particle compaction along the
thickness of the pellet, which has more water of hydration
Žsort of a inter-particle fusion aided by the water

.molecules . In the Fig. 2, the subsequent dehydration
processes are rapid, and changes in pellet thickness and
diameter are almost identical. Along with Fig. 2, Fig. 3
shows irreversibility in the initial hydration and subsequent
dehydration processes, indicating the possibility of pinhole
generation in the pellets, which would further affect their
function as gas barriers between hydrogen and oxygen
gases during the fuel cell operation. The figures also show
that only during the initial hydration or dehydration pro-
cesses that differences in pellet thickness and diameter can
be seen, and changes in pellet thickness and diameter after
the initial processes are almost the same.

Ž .Changes in water of crystallization n in the pellets
during hydration and subsequent dehydration are shown in
Fig. 4; whereas, Fig. 5 shows the reverse in which the
pellet was initially dehydrated and subsequently hydrated.
As can be seen from the Fig. 4, water of crystallization in
the hydrated pellets is lost more rapidly compared with the
rate at which it would gain during an initial hydration
process. Pellet pressed at 11 kg cmy2 lost water of
crystallization at a lower rate than the one pressed at 7 kg

Ž .Fig. 4. Water of crystallization vs. time for pellets hydrated from ns17
and subsequently dehydrated, effects of pelletizing pressures and presence

y2 Ž .of PTFE binder. 7 kg cm , hydration v and subsequent
Ž . Ž .dehydration v- - - ; hydration B and subsequent dehydra-

Ž . y2tion B- - - ; 7 kg cm , hydration of pellet containing 30% PTFE
Ž . Ž .q , subsequent dehydration q- - - .

Ž .Fig. 5. Water of crystallization vs. time for dehydration v and subse-
Ž .quent hydration B processes.

cmy2 , the latter possibly having a greater surface area for
absorption of water on its surface and in the bulk. The
presence of 30% PTFE in the pellet lowered the rate at
which the water of crystallization was gained during hy-
dration of the pellets. Fig. 5 indicates that the initial
dehydration of the pellet was slower than its subsequent

Ž .hydration seen as a hysterisis loop in the figure . Thus, it
can be said that the rate of crystallization would depend on
the hydration state at which the pellet is initially made; the
initial processes only changing the compactness of the
pellet particles, which is not reversible during subsequent
crystallization processes. In a separate observation, the
dehydrated pellet was found to have loose particles on its
surface, which later got adhered to neighbouring particles
when the pellet was subsequently hydrated. This probably
would indicate the possibility of shrinking of particles in
the pellet, leaving tiny spaces or pinholes during dehydra-
tion, in line with previous observations and discussed in
the preceding paragraphs. Due to the presence of these
spaces, subsequent hydration processes seem to be easy,
and hence take place at a faster rate as already discussed
Ž .Fig. 5 .

3.2. Fuel cell studies

We found that at pelletizing pressure of 7 kg cmy2 ,
there was no loss of water of crystallization from the PWA

w xpellet as measured by the weight loss method 13 . We
observed that when PWA alone was pelletised at a pres-
sure of 1000 kg cmy2 , there was loss of water of crystal-
lization even at an atmosphere of 90% relative humidity,

w xcontrary to literature reports 4 .
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Fig. 6. ElectroderelectrolyterPTFE composite showing relative dimen-
sions.

Fig. 6 gives a schematic representation of the elec-
trodersolid electrolyte composite. It can be seen that the
diameter of the solid electrolyte composite is greater than
that of the facing electrodes. Fig. 7 schematically shows
the actual fuel cell assembly. The electroderelectrolyte
composite was well secured between two platinum meshes
with sport-welded platinum leads. During the fuel cell

Žoperation, the electrodes were continuously bathed at
.nearly zero pressures with prehumidified H and O2 2

Ž .gases 87% relative humidity . It may be noted that in this
cell design, there were no outlets for the unreacted gases;
the fuel gases were merely in contact with the electrode
surface, thus economizing the use of the fuel cell gases.
The electrolyte, which was partially open at its continuous

Ž .circular edges see Fig. 1 , was maintained in a dynamic

Fig. 8. Open circuit potential vs. time characteristics for the fuel cell
H rPW A.21-29H O-PTFErO .2 2 2

environment of pre-humidified air at 87% relative humid-
ity.

Fig. 8 shows a typical pattern of the variation of open
circuit potential of the fuel cell when the electrode–elec-
trolyte composite was kept in continuous contact with the
pre-humidified H and O gases at 87% relative humidity.2 2

From the figure, one can see a sudden rise in the voltage to
the point ‘A’ during the optimization of the pressures of
H and O fuel gases. From point ‘A’ to ‘B’, the PWA is2 2

Žpresumably a 21 hydrate the same before the reaction was
.started , which increases to 29 hydrate at point ‘C’. The

increase in the voltage is probably due to an increase in

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the H rsolid electrolyterO fuel cell assembly.2 2
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conductivity of the PWA on the gain of the water of
crystallization, as shown by Nakamura for ex situ conduc-

w xtivity measurements on PWA pellets 9 . The 29 hydrate is
w xstable in the range of 90–95% relative humidity 7 . The

use of PTFE allowed thin pellet fabrication, reduced the
dissolution of the PWA by water, and prevented water
drag from cathode to anode during the fuel cell reaction,

w xwhich is in accordance with earlier observations 8 . Thus,
we concluded that the continuously flowing humidified air
at 85% relative humidity not only swept away the excess
water from the electrolyte surface on the oxygen electrode
side, but also kept the solid electrolyte stable to its 29-hy-
drate. In this investigation, we generally observed a con-
stant open circuit potential of ;0.7 V for more than 44 h.
The present design eliminated the requirement of sealing
the solid electrolyte in the fuel cell compartment.

4. Conclusions

The results on the dilatometry studies are interesting
when fuel cell fabrication is concerned using phospho-
tungstic acid as the solid electrolyte. Differences in the
pellet thickness and diameter are more significant in freshly
prepared pellets and during the initial hydration or dehy-
dration process. Changes in pellet thickness and diameter
after the initial processes are almost the same. Changes in
the water of crystallization of the pellets depend on the
initial hydration state of the pellet, and the pelletizing
pressure or the compactness of the pellet particles. The
higher the pelletizing pressure, the lower is the change of
pellet thickness and the rate of hydration. The presence of
PTFE slows down both the rates. The changes in the
compactness of the particles seem to be irreversible before
and after hydration or dehydration, resulting into genera-
tion of small spaces that would be disadvantages for a fuel
cell operation. The reported geometric changes taking
place in the pellet under various hydrated and dehydrated
conditions, and the accompanying loss or gain of water of
crystallization, will help in the design of fuel cells.

The new design of the fuel cell, eliminated the problem
of pellet expansion in presence of varying humidity atmo-

spheres by keeping part of the pellet exposed to an exter-
nal humid atmosphere. There was no accumulation of
water at the cathode and the PWA was at its 29 hydrate
during the fuel cell operation. Presence of PTFE in the
PWA pellet allowed very low pelletizing pressures, which
prevented the loss of water of crystallization during the
pelletization. Further, longer testing of the cell at zero
current and under various current drains needs to be done.
The design can be used in conjunction with other hydrated
forms of proton conductors.
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